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Abstract: We address the problem of loop invariant generation of programs over scalars and unbounded data structures. Our approach to invariant generation is implemented in the Aligator software tool. We investigate various loop classes for using Aligator and presents experimental evaluation of our method. We also discuss limitations of the approach and underline the basic principles of how and when Aligator can be successfully applied.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The complexity of computer systems grows exponentially. Many companies and organisations are now routinely dealing with software comprising several millions lines of code, written using different programming languages and styles. As a result, ensuring the reliability and safety of such software is extremely difficult. The main difficulty comes with the challenge of automatically deriving program properties from which safety of the software under analysis can be proved. One way of generating such properties is using computer-aided tools based on symbolic computation and computational logic.

In (Kovacs, 2008) an automated framework for the verification of program loops is introduced. The approach combines algorithmic combinatorics, computer algebra and automated reasoning, and aims at deriving valid polynomial loop properties, called loop invariants. The method is implemented in the Aligator software tool and was further extended in (Henzinger et al, 2010) to also generate quantified loop invariants over arrays. The algorithmic approach of Aligator is in detail presented in (Kovacs, 2008) and (Henzinger et al, 2010).

Example 1. Consider the loop given in Figure 2(a). First, Aligator translates Figure 1(a) into Figure 1(b) by omitting test conditions. Next, recurrence solving and polynomial algebra techniques are deployed, and \( xy - 1 = 0 \) is derived as a polynomial loop invariant. That is, \( xy - 1 = 0 \) is a valid loop property before and after each loop iteration of Figure 1(b). Moreover, Aligator is complete. In other words, any other polynomial loop invariant of Figure 1(b) is proved to be a logical consequence of \( xy - 1 = 0 \). Hence, \( xy - 1 = 0 \) generates the polynomial invariant ideal of Figure 1(b).

Fig. 1. Aligator and Loops.

2. RELATED WORK

Research into loop invariant generation has a long tradition. We only overview two lines of work that are the most related to Aligator, and refer to (Kovacs, 2008) for more details.

In (Rodriguez-Carbonell & Kapur, 2007) a method using abstract interpretation and polynomial algebra is presented to generate polynomial loop invariants for so-called simple loops. Unlike this work, Aligator handles more general loops and uses no abstract interpretation.

Abstract interpretation is also employed in (Gulwani et al, 2009), where predicate templates are used to generate quantified loop invariants over arrays. Contrarily to this approach, Aligator generates polynomial and quantified invariants without the burden of a priori specified predicates.

3. ALIGATOR: PRELIMINARIES

The programming model of Aligator is restricted to P-solvable loops (Kovacs, 2008). Informally, a loop is P-solvable if the following conditions are satisfied: (i) the loop body consists only of nested conditionals and assignments, (ii) assignments to scalars form a linear recurrence system with constant coefficients, (iii) closed forms of scalar variables can be represented by a polynomial system over loop counters and some extra variables where there are polynomial relations among the extra variables, and (iii) updates to arrays can be handled as uninterpreted functions over array and scalar variables. For such loops, (i) the polynomial invariant ideal over the scalar variables is derived by omitting loop tests and deploying recurrence solving algorithms, and (ii) quantified loop invariants over arrays are inferred by using loop tests in conjunction with the recurrence equations of scalars. The algorithmic approach of Aligator is in detail presented in (Kovacs, 2008) and (Henzinger et al, 2010).

4. ALIGATOR: EXPERIMENTS AND LIMITATIONS

4.1. Experiments

We tested Aligator on a number of interesting examples coming from academic and open source benchmarks. We summarize our results below, obtained on a machine with a 2.0GHz CPU and 2GB of RAM.

- Polynomial invariants have been inferred by Aligator in essentially no time, i.e. in an average less than 1 second, for programs implementing interesting algebraic algorithms, such as...
as for example GCD/LCM, square root and binary product computation, and Fibonacci algorithms. Altogether we used 25 loops for polynomial invariant generation. Aligator derived invariants for all examples we tried. When analysing our results, we note that the inferred polynomials are of degree up to 4, and the basis of the polynomial invariant ideal contains up to 5 polynomial invariant. Figure 2(a) shows the results of Aligator on a program implementing GCD/LCM computation.

• Quantified array invariants have been generated by Aligator on a large number of programs implementing array copies, shifts, initializations, and partitioning. All invariants were inferred within 1 second time limit. Altogether, we used about 680 loops over arrays and scalars. Aligator generated non-trivial scalar and quantified invariants for 332 loops. The loops that could not be handled by Aligator do not fulfil the P-solvable requirements, as they implement various sorting and permutation algorithms over arrays. When analysing our results, we note that the quantified invariants involve simple linear arithmetic properties over the array content, such as comparisons between array elements and constants. Figure 2(b) shows the results of Aligator on a program implementing an array (sign) partitioning algorithm.

4.2. Limitations

• Loop tests during scalar invariant generation are omitted. Polynomial invariants depending on loop guards are thus not inferred by Aligator. To this end, consider Figure 3(a). Aligator first rewrites this loop into Figure 3(b). Next, Aligator infers $x y + z - 1 = 0$ to be the polynomial loop invariant generating the polynomial invariant ideal of Figure 3(b), and hence of Figure 3(a) with omitted tests. Note however, that Figure 3(a) is semantically equivalent to the loop given in Example 1, as the path corresponding to the test condition $x > 10$ is never visited throughout the loop. According to Example 1, the invariant ideal of Figure 3(a) without omitting tests is generated by $x y - 1 = 0$. Hence the polynomial invariant ideals corresponding to Figure 3(a) with, respectively without loop tests are clearly different in power. As a further limitation, we also note that Aligator cannot infer disjunctive polynomial invariants. The completeness of Aligator in generating polynomial invariant ideals is thus crucially restricted to P-solvable loops where tests conditions are omitted.

• Scalar updates of P-solvable loops are required to express linear recurrence equations with constant coefficients, where the order of the recurrence is at least 1. That is, scalar assignments are of the form $x_i := c \cdot x + f(X)$ where $X$ denotes the set of scalar loop variables, $f$ is a polynomial expression over $X_1[x_i]$, and $c \neq 0$. Hence, loops with initializations, as given in Figure 4(a), are not P-solvable and cannot be handled by Aligator. A special class of P-solvable loops is the class of affine loops with no initializing assignments.

Another important expect of Aligator is that loop variables are abstracted to be rationals, so that algebraic techniques, such as Gröbner basis computation, can be performed.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We describe experimental results and theoretical limitations on using Aligator for generating invariants of programs over scalars and arrays. Despite the theoretical limitations of Aligator, our experiments give practical evidence of the applicability of Aligator for loop reasoning and program verification. Future work includes addressing the current limitations of Aligator.
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